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Your Post-Retirement Move: How to Quickly Adjust and Feel at Home 
 

If a post-retirement move is in your future, you may be understandably nervous. Moving to a new house can be an 

emotional event as well as a big adjustment. However, there are strategies you can use to make the process easier. 

Consider these tips to adjust quickly and feel more secure in your new home. 

 

Invest in Home Security 
Safety should always be a top priority. Before moving into your new place, hire a locksmith to check or replace your 

locks. To find the best professional for the job: 

 

• Narrow your search by only considering highly rated locksmiths 

• Look at customer testimonials to find a good fit 

• Ensure all locks are both durable and secure 

• Insist on finding someone who is insured and bonded 

• Inquire about the warranty they offer on their products and services 

 

Also, consider purchasing an alarm system for your home. Many companies provide equipment, installation, and 

monthly monitoring services. However, if you want to save money, a do-it-yourself system is also an option. 

 

Consider Purchasing Insurance and a Home Warranty 
Because buying a new house is a significant investment, protect yourself with both insurance and a home warranty. 

While a comprehensive homeowners insurance policy can protect you from liability claims, damage to your house, 

and loss of property due to fire, theft, and natural disasters, there are many home items it doesn't protect. For this 

reason, many homeowners also opt for a home warranty covering large appliances and major systems, such as 

electrical, plumbing, heating, and air conditioning. Because you will be signing a contract, it pays to shop around for 
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the best option. It's sometimes tough to find good home warranty reviews, so make sure you’re reading detailed 

reviews from reliable sources to ensure a good fit. 

 

Find Space for an Office 
Even if you are officially retiring from your full-time job, you may want to continue working part-time or as a 

consultant. Experts contend that working past age 65 provides mental and social stimulation that can be beneficial 

for your health and longevity. 

 

To give yourself the solitude and peace you need to get work done, designate space for an office. Ideally, find an 

empty room that can be solely used as your workspace. But, if you don't have this luxury, you can get creative and 

carve out an office in the corner of a bigger room, such as your bedroom or basement. 

 

To set yourself up for success: 

 

• Invest in office equipment, such as a computer, printer, and scanner 

• Consider a standing desk to reduce the time you spend sitting 

• Schedule short breaks every hour to move and stretch 

• Use an ergonomic chair to improve your posture and minimize back pain 

• Bring nature inside with flowers, plants, and other natural elements 

• Welcome in the sunlight by ditching heavy curtains and opening the blinds 

• Establish office hours to ensure that everything gets done 

 

Personalize Your House 
To feel more at home, add some personal touches to your decor. Recommendations include: 

 

• Integrating items from your former home to give your new space a feeling of familiarity 

• Personalizing the space with photos and other meaningful keepsakes 

• Welcoming nature into your place with open shades and live plants 

• Using paint to spruce up the walls and add a creative touch 

 

While downsizing is a common experience for retirees, it can also be challenging. However, by purchasing a home 

warranty, designing a home office, and adding some personal touches, you can reduce stress, accelerate the 

adjustment process, and feel more at home in no time! 

 

When you’re ready to purchase a new property, partner with expert REALTOR® Mary Kelly.  

Call or text 912-387-9922! 
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